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Those astonishing Soviets have launched still another

offensive against the Germans. They are continuing their smashing 

drive into the big bend of the Don, which threatens to cut off 

the huge Nazi Army in the area of Stalingrad ww and. ;Ln the

Caucasus. And now they have taken the offensive in the Caucasus

too, the furthes# point of the German advance, near the town of
n

Nalchik.

It isnft clear how ambitious an operation the Caucasian

offensive may be, but it means that the Red Army is hiting

at the front edge of the enemy bulge, while the drive into the

big bend of the Don creates the most dangerous kind of out-

flajnking jcnxaatK threat to the entire Nazi bulge.

This flanking effort made further progress today,

with late r ports from Moscow telling of anoher advance of from

twelve to fifteen miles and the capture of two important zxliXHHxd

railroad stations, fhe Soviet offensive, that for eight days

has been pushing south from the Don, has now scored gains of
'eighteen^

between eighty three and a hundred anm 11 es at various

places.
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Earlier reports today told how the Red Army had

seized the town of Suliensky, twenty miles north of the 

Stalingrad-Kharkov Railroad. That virtually cut the northern 

half of the Don Valley in two, and Soviet troops scored a 

spectacular saf success in capturing a German general. 

Commander of a division, and one thousand of his men.

These Moscow reports of astonishing success continue

to imply the likelihood of an enormous disaster for the Nazi 

war machine in southern Russia, but it remains to be seen

they assume a decisive character.
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as if a major attempt mirht be made to get 

reinforcements across Mediterranean waters -

this according to reports from Madrid, be hear' that 

an .Axis convoy of a hundred and fifty ships is massed

na ready for an attempt to make the run to Tunisia

The convoy is likely to get a hot reception from

Allied ships and planes.
«

In Tunisia tiself, not much activity is

reported. Today's Army bulletin tells merely of one
_______ ____ ________ _______ _ _ ---------- -

ene^_^raid./In Axis detachment made a local attack,

which was recalled, /it is assumed that bad weather

IS hampering militardoperations - perhaps air

operations also. Today's Army bulletin has only this 

bit of sky fighting to report! "In the course of 

routine patrols over Tunisia yesterday," it says, 

"our fighters destroyed one enemy bomber and one

enemy fighter, without loss." ^



In Burma, British General "avell continues his
th^ £

ac vance into th^/Jaranese- occuoied The/K /O
<^cV _

British, nushinr do^n .the Bay of Benpal, are noyr within
., . r——

sixty miles of the important port of Akyab. The Japs

are offering no resistance apparently* Why not? e

X
don't know. Neither do we know/whether V/aveil's thrust

/
is merely a local operation -or the beginning of a

' /

major attempt to recaptura.xBurma.

The British are being supported by American

air forces based on Cnina^ General Claire Cnenault's

big, bo mb ersi struck heavily at the ace Jao air base at

Lashio and am- out of commission./ / X

Tae-aiia.uat...of damt. e aon«. is rele.tcc xi&i vividly bp 

&*-p-t-ain—John -R-use of beGran-ee, Illinois. H-e led -a

bomber formation t-hat attached theAwarehouse. area^e

tno-E,i4^ banmev "W=e could see two r,if f-ti'es," s«ys he,

"an! the reminder ^ tiwet_area. af the_ e-ity-was



I’ICK': 1'IBACKER

Today one of Eddie Rickenbackerfs companions

in that adventure and ordeal on the Pacific, told about

the attitude of the others toward Rick. Lieutenant

Jcmes G. Whitaker says: "When we started out, we thought*

he vas just another man who had influence enough to get

a ride."

Y/hen the plane was forced down at ses% they

went drifsting tor three weeks in n bo ft, their

ettitude changed. "Captain Rickenhacker took the

>
leadership and pull us through," says Lieutenant

YJhitaker.

Rot only did Anerica's ace in the First ,'orld 

War display the moral qualities that made him a leader, j 

hut he also showed the greatest amount of physical

staminae. Lieutenant Whitaker says that when they

finally “P- ”0"4 0f th0 C0Uid h,V'

isnt.ed more than forty-eight hours - rhile p,ictenbacker
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could haveAefctmmi out for anothpr week.A /v

Today people were talking about the 

extraordinary story that Pick told on Saturday at a

V;ar Department press conference and 1.-aleis. on the rec.io
A

One XKaiiR particular thing is provoking

a ! ot of discussion; how the castaways prayed ior ^.ood
jf
AvO

held a orsver meetinr. goes on to tell:
A

''Within an hour after the prayer meeting," says He,

A seagull came in and landed on my head, and you can

imagine my nervousness in trying to turn around and

get him, which I did.”

So they had seagull to'eat ,A £rni-s*4a
C VCp- Ct -V 1t^^to add to the anthology of stories response

to prayer.
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Probably the largest number of American war

correspondents ever to be together at one time v/ill 

foregather Wednesday evening of this v/eek. They are

going to see the American premiere of a motion picture 

called "In Which We Serve," A!though PsoraQ of the 

correspondents, Quentin Reynolds and others, have
seen 1

a preview of- tillswhich tells the life

story of a destroyer in this war, --The picture was

conceived, the story written and produced, by one man. 

And, he plays the leading role. His name is Noel 

Coward. And the role he plays is supposed to be 

taken directly from the life of young Lord Louis 

Mo untbatten.

At any rate, at‘the American premiere this

Wednesday night at the Capitol Theatre in New York, • 

the entire proceeds will go to a fund for American war 

correspondents. In proportion to their number, more war 

correspondents have been killed in this global war 

than men in any other line of activity. There are no

exact figures on this. But ten American correspondents
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have been killed since Nineteen thirty-nine; twenty-one 

wounded; two are missing and unaccounted for; and fifteen 

have been captured, not including the large number 

who were taken prisoner and put in internment camps 

and prisons in Germany, Italy and Japan until they were

exchanged and sent home.



iiie oil raT, ionin^ is going to stay 

^ - — • - Q-Q rA'lruA-^-t pottv This was stated today by

: conomics Stabilization Director Byrnes. "There is no 

hope lor any lessening of the restrictions upon the 

use of gasoline e.nrl fuel oil," said he. He added that 

any change would consist of an improvement of rationing 

methods.

This statement by -

followed the lifting of the ban on sales of gasoline 

to private automobile drivers.in seventeen eastern

N/WW*-
states and the District of Col-umbia. You getAgas on

A, B and C coupons^but not as much as before

on B and €•>. The value of these is reduced

from four to three gallons. A coupons stay at three 

gallons. And T coupons, used only by commercial 

vehicles, retain their former value of five gallons. 

94_1. Coord-rrreHT»P Beke» t-e-dray—iro-suod an



DIVORCE 1

The Supreme Court today upheld the legality of 

^eno divorces. This came about in a decision handed 

down by the hiph Justices in a North Carolina case.
- .. . 6f

man and woman went out to the 

metrouolis—of-divorce# aivEfc--Ahad a spouse back
:

in North Carolina. I'hey got <Reno divorces, and proceeded | 

to marry each other in Nevada. Then they went back- to 

North Carolina, where they were presently charged with 

bigamy, tried, and convicted.

They appealed to the state Supreme Court, which 

upheld the conviction. They carried the case on up to 

the Sunrerne Court of the United States, an' t da^/ the 

high.est tribunal gave its verdict. The conviction is 

set aside, the Justices voting six to two to reverse 

the conviction for bigamy. iXad this amounts to a Supreme 

Court verdict upholding Eeno divorces.

Legal opinion around Washington is tnat today's
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decision is of far reaching imoortance, and that the

y s t c< t p, no matter what the divorce laws 

oi that, state may be, hereafter will have to uohold 

the validity of divorces granted in Nevada or in any

other state.



HOLLYWOOD

hollywood stars are temperamental, as we all 

know. But 700*0 think that even screen celebrities 
would be a little more consistent than is revealed 

today.

bach year the members of the Hollywood Women*s 

Press Club take a vote to pick the most cooperative 

actor and actress of the year -- the most popular. 

Their vote, as announced today, picks Rosalind Russell 

as the most cooperative actress.

Nothing so surprising .about that, but a 

paradox is discovered when we learn what acrtress was 

voted to be the most non-cooperative. -The prize 

for unpopularity goes to Ginger Rogers. Why is that 

astonishing? Because last year it was the other v/ay 

around. Gin.: er was then vote^ to be the most 

cooperativer the most popular.

A similar upside down reversal of things is to 

be discovered in the vote for the most coocerative

actor. Cary Grant is named. He is acclaimed as the
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most popular this vear. He has changed a lot since 

last. Because a year ago Cary Grant was at the foot 

of the class, was handed the boobey prize for 

non-cooperative unpopularity.

So apparently the stars change a lot in

growl,^the nextHollywood.
/

year they are all smiles and gentle friendliness. 

Which now calls, not for scowls and je® growls, but 

for smiles and gentle friendliness, from Hugh James.



MISS

London today summarized the heavy air raids that hit 

Italian industrial areas between November Twenty-eighth and 

December Ninth, The R.-*1.!. made a se.-ies of bombing expeditions, 

the Great industrial city of Turin, far example, was hit six 

times. And here is the damage that was doneT- Seventy important 

war factories were blasted, incluoing ten airplane units of 

the Fiat Company. "Many industrial plants were gutted completely 

says Todayfs London communique, "and others were so seriously 

damaged that they seemed to be out of commission".



shits”
NORTH AFRICA

In North Arrica, there is little fighting on the ground. 

Tunisia reports only patrol activity, ind in Libya the British 

glxfc&sH Eighth Army is encountering no resistance as it continues 

to move on after the retreating Axis

We are told that Rommel^ Afrika Korps has been

building hasty defenses at a point East of Misurata. They are 

utilizing that typical desert thing, which the Arabs call a

"Wadi". A "wadi" is a, dried upJaed if :a ^streamv and anybody
A A

who iias ever been out on either the North African or Arabian 

Desert is i'amiliar with those^nixi^ gulleywhich at one time 

torrents, and- tho c:ho»4 s of^burbMng’
A J

xtxxm ~ sireanrs^

Wadis are often steep and rocky, and are useful for 

military events. Rommel is said to be taking advantage of 

this fact, and is fortifying the wadis. It is believed that the 

Afrika Korps intends nothing more than a delaying resistance

something to hold up the British advance, rear-guard action

the Axis Army makes its way toward Tunisia.while the main body of
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-

Another strategy that Rommel is employing has an 

agricultural sound — plowing. The Nazis in North Africa are 

plowing furrows, the way a fanner does. This happens at air 

bases, the enemy cutting up the flying fields, making them

useless for the British -- until the fa plowed furrows are

straightened out, which takes time.

The British pursuit of Rommel is slowed down by that\

eternal military factor - transport, supply lines. General

Bernard Montgomery has to bring most of his war material by

land from Egypt, and this right now involves a aa distance as

great as that from New Xork to Chicago. So the Eighth Army can 

move only as fast as its long supply lines can be organized.

The North African quiet is believed to be the familiar 

lull before the storm. In Tunisia, for example, the Axis forces 

are strangely inactive. They are doing next to no fighting on 

the ground, and have withdrawn their advance forces^several places. 

And in the air, Axis activities liave been cut down.

The belief is that the Nazi Commander in Tunisia is
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mustering his forces in preparation for launcning a blow.

This certainly is true of the allied side, where time brings 

an ever-increasing volume of strength for an offensive.



STTMSOH FOLLOW NORTH AFRICA

The war situation in North Africa was sized up today by 

Secretary of State Stirason. "Both sides are busy bringing in 

reinforcements and gathering strength for the coming clash," said

— "to
he. "^Hat our side is preparing itself for an offensive to^an 'A
attack^ while the other side is trying to stall off and delay 

that attack.” ThJLs he qualified to some extent by saying: "I 

donH mean to say that we won»t get some strong counter-attacks 

there”.

The Secretary thinks that the Nazis in Tunisia will

launch counterblows at the southern end of the line."3*

.------ TF'But , we have the preponderance of force. ”As far as

we can estimate,” he declared today, "we seem to have a good 

margin for the purposes we are aiming at".

He spoke of the aviation angle of the Tunisian battle,

statedandj xtanrfcgpi that allied Air Forces are destroying t\.o enemy /v A ~

planes for everyone that we lose. And then he analyzed the air 

situation as follows: "The Germans have the advantage of 

existing bases. We have the advantage,r said he, "in the

mounting size of our air force and in the development of new bases
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Secretary S tiro son thon ©xpandsd. th© thsni© of war to 

as include the entire scope of the global conflict. He 

compared the prospects of the United Nations this Christmas with 

the outlook a year ago. ’’Then we were almost everywhere on the 

defensive, and wondering where the Axis would strike next,"he

said. MNow the Axis is on the defensive and its high command 

m is wondering where we will strike next”.



FOT.LOW NORTH AFRICA

London states that American forces at Dakar are being

increased - this following news fa that United States troops are

now stationed at the great French port on the west coast of Africa.



french_ mission

a French military mission from North Africa has arrived

in Washington -- this was announced by the State Department today.
&

mission appointed by General Giraud, Commander of theA
French troops fchatr are- cooperating with Americans and British X /\

in Tunisia.

Its purpose is to coordinate supplies of material from 

the United States to the French North African forces.

The mission is headed by a General who made a notable 

reputation for fighting against the Germans before the fall of 

France. Afterward, he was head of a French Armistice Commission 

in French North Africa, and in that capacity used his influence 

to resist kaxixfltR Nazi demands. His attitude is stated by the 

War Department as follows:- KHixi nHis sympathy for the cause 

of the United States and Britain has been consistent and well

xfiawH known”.

VA
African mission in Washington will be taken by General DeGaulle's

We donM^taiow how the presence of this French North

Free French, who are in such complete opposition to the Darlan

regime that we recognize in North Africa.



BURMA-

ftord from Burma indicates an. aerial jirjRjar preparationA- k

for a new advance by the British^- General Wavellfs forces having 

already pushed a considerable distance toward thm- important 

Burmese airport of Akyab. Air action reported today_ was based

on both India and China. One raid hit Lashio, which big Jap air

base was smashed from the sky earlier in the week. Both of J^hese 

blows came from China. American bombing forces there are acting 

in concert with the British thrust from India.

^he raid against Lashio reported today was a night 

affair — our bombers striking through the darkness. United 

Press correspondent Robert Martin was with the air fleet and 

tells of the result of the raid in the following words: "I rode

In one of the raai bombers," he writes "and as we swung away from 

Lashio there was light enough from exploding ammunition dumps 

and burning warehouses for me to read a newspaper".

Another story from the American Air Forces in China 

tells of some powerful shooting by Colonel Robert Scott of “aeon 

Georgia. Shooting, In this case, has two meanings. One the 

British meaning -- hunting. The other - marksmansnip in dr

iautifijEx battle.
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Colonel t>cott of Georgia found some swampy Chinese 

land where the ducks and /eese were plentiful — it reminded him 

of Georgia. So out he went and bagged fifteen birds - big ones. 

He returned with eighty pounds of ducks and geese. And just as 

he got back to the air base, the air raid alarm sounded. Japs*

were approaching through the sky. The Colonel dashed to his 

fighter plane, tossed his bag of biids into it, and took off. He 

intercepted three of the Jap raiders, and shot one down, 

running hi up his score of victories to eleven.

A mighty hunter is Colonel Robert Scott of Macon, 

Georgia, a veritable Nimrod, whe1^a it comes to shooting birds and

Jap planes.



SHIPS

A new idloi fighting the submarine menace is being 

discussed in London. Over there an anti- U-boat committee is 

on the job. It was formed early this month by Prime Minister 

Winston Churchill, and is studying all sorts of plans to protect 

shipping against the wolves of the undersea. The anti- U-boat 

committee is giving a lot of consideration to what are called - 

"cargo warships".

The prooosal is made by a marine engineer that Brifcin 

should build cargo ships that are capable of meeting the U-boats 

and defeating them. Make them fast - eighteen knots. That's 

faster than most submarines can go, although the Germans are said 

to have some that can do twenty knots. Cut down the super

structure and eliminate a lot of that tall bulk which makes 

a freighter so visible. Then the subs couldn’t see them so 

well.

The proposal calls for plenty of aircraft guns and a 

flight deck - each of the fighting freighters to carry an airplane

for spotting and xi attacking U-Boats. Let the ships have engines
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both at the bow and the stern, so if one is put out of 

commission by a torpedo - there will bE still be another. And 

have two separate sets of steering mechanism, so that if one is 

hit, the ship can be steered with the other.

These are some of the specifications for the new type 

of craft that is jax proposed -mcargo warship.



_(^S0L1NE

The Petrolium Administrator stated today that he hoped

it would not be necessary to make further reductions in the

—value of gasoline reationing coupons. In the Eastern States
__

the value of the coupons was cut recently from four to three 

gallons. "I hope", said Administrator Ickes today, "that the 

twenty-five per cent cut is all that will be necessary.n

He warned motorists, however, that they must not stage

runs on filling stations, going after all the motor fuel they 

can get. "It looks like we»ll have enough gas to meet present 

commitments,« said he, "unless people are foo.lish enough to do 

just what I am told they are doing now - making runs on filling

stations".



A Christmas declaration was made at the Vatican today, 

with Pope Pius denouncing all forms of totalitarian government - 

and Marxism socialism. "They consider the state or its 

representatives," said the Pontiff, "as the absolute authority, 

exempt from any criticism - even if their acts are in 

violation of Christian and human laws".

Speaking to Christians, he called upon them to oppose 

totalitarianism. "They must," proclaimed Pope Pius, “refuse 

to let the state make individuals a herd of whom the state

disposes as if they were lifeless things".



PRESIDENT

Tonight, on Christmas eve, let us echo a ringing statement 

made by President boosevelt today. "The forces of darkness," said 

he, "stand against us with less confidence in the success of their 

evil ways”.

This was said in a Yuletide address that was broadcast 

to the entire world with a special message to American soldiers.

"To you who serve in uniform," said the President, "I also send 

a message of cheer - that you are in the thoughts of your 

families and friends at home and that Christmas prayers follow

you wherever you may be".



SQLDI£S£-

At Hendricks Field in Florida today, a sign was posted 

in the barracks, it read:- "All men who do not believe in 

Santa Claus w'ill sign their names to this list".

A lot of soldiers looked, but not one made a move to 

sign - afraid to avow their disbelief in Santa ^laus at 

Christmas time.

A Corporal stepped forward, "Oh, who believes in Santa 

Claus?" he jeered, ^hereupon he signed, and so did a number 

of other non-commissioned officers. Corporals and sergeants

are likely to have more hardihood than mere soldiers.

Later in the day, the Commander of the Field issued 

an anuouncement: "^11 those whose signatures were on the anti-

Santa Claus declaration are ordered to report lor kitchen 

police tomorrow. So on Christmas day a lot of Sergeants and 

Corporals will be peeling potatoes and they’ll growl with 

disgust when soldiers saunter, by with a cheery call of 

"Merry Christmas, Barge1."

CcvJL lAr^odt^ ^ 

oJZr-t'vJc W1'-, v.
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